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1) Kate and Stephen embark on their French sabbatical to save their relationship. When is the mo-
ment that the end becomes inevitable? Had Kate in fact already given up on the relationship before 
they arrived?

2) Is either Kate or Stephen to blame for their failed relationship or is it more about life getting in the 
way?

3) To what extent does the village and particularly the chateau feed into and fuel their estrangement?

4) Of the four female characters – Kate, Lucie, Baseema, Sylvie – who do you most identify with? 
Can any of these women claim the heart of the book?

5) Lucie, at first glance, would seem to be the least sympathetic character. Can she be excused her 
failings in the light of her past, the traumas of the war and her grief at being childless?

6) To what extent does Kate echo Lucie in her brittle, self obsessed character? How much does she 
reflect the evolution of women in the last century? 

7) All four women by the end of the novel seem to get, if not what they want, what they deserve. But 
is Baseema to be blamed for not having confronted her past earlier?  Would the outcome have been 
different? Could she have saved Sylvie from years of pain and loneliness? 

8) Is Sylvie a victim of all the others or is she, in fact, the heroine of the piece? Why does she attach 
herself so strongly to Kate? Does she see something in this English woman that she wants for herself?

19) How well do you feel the backdrop of the Algerian war and colonial/racial politics are handled in 
the book? 

10) What do Daniel, Arnaud, Stephen and Lollo, the four male characters, tell us about men? All of 
them are largely passive and ineffectual – can this sometimes be as bad as being actively evil?

11) Could Arnaud have stopped the decline of Lucie? In agreeing to the terrible plan to have a child, 
is he perhaps agreeing to the only thing he feels he can do to try and save his marriage?

12) Why do all the women fall in love with Daniel? Do we ever discover who Daniel really is or is 
he as Sylvie suggests at the end of the book just what people want him to be – ‘the person who binds 
them all together’?

13) Is this ultimately a redemptive novel? Can people escape trauma’s energy field or are we all per-
manently scarred by it? Is it better to have loved and lost than never to have loved at all?



A Conversation With natalie young

What is the novel about?
We All Ran Into the Sunlight is about an old property in the south-west of France, and the people who lives are 
affected by it. Covering a period of sixty years from the end of the Second World War to the present day, the 
novel plots the history of a family trying to survive in a remote region of post-war France. The novel is also 
about love, deceit, longing; about ownership and marriage. On a deeper level, it is about the ways in which we 
renovate ourselves, the memories we bury, and the patterns we make on the surface to protect what lies beneath 
from scrutiny. 

Who are the main characters?
Parisian-born Lucie Borja and her husband Arnaud, who persuades his wife to leave Paris in search of a new life 
in the vineyards of the southwest, are the old couple painful legacy influences the fates of those to follow. Their 
son Daniel is a troubled and wayward adolescent whose friends, Frederic and Sylvie, from a local family in the 
village, sustain him through the difficult years of his childhood. When, on the night of Lucie Borja’s sixtieth 
birthday, a fire destroys the garden room in which the three friends have been drinking, their lives are permanent-
ly scarred and Daniel disappears. Twenty years later, Kate and Stephen Glover arrive in the village on sabbatical 
from their stressful lives in London.  Hoping that the break, and the chance to enjoy the simple pleasures of life, 
will improve their relationship, Kate and Stephen are soon alarmed by the ways in which their time here is expos-
ing the cracks in their marriage. 

Why did you set it there? 
I lived in a French village, from which the fictional village of Canas sprang, while working on a collection of 
short stories. I was living in an old wine cellar, which had been partly renovated without heating or hot water. It 
had high ceilings and lovely old stonework and its windows opened on to a view of the chateau across the court-
yard. The landscape was wild and remote but, unlike those in the novel, the villagers were warm and convivial 
and welcomed me into their lives. I set up a small desk in the bedroom and wrote every day with the southeast 
wall of the chateau in view. The property was derelict and old and mostly uninhabited apart from an annual visit 
from the proprietor, an old woman who lived in Paris. The story grew out of my unconscious associations with 
the property and those who might have been living inside it. 

How long did it take to write the novel? 
The first line of what is now the epilogue came to me on a walk in the vineyards, but it wasn’t until I was back in 
London that I started writing the book. It took four years as I was also working on a newspaper during the week 
and raising small children. I had a strict routine of working early in the morning and late at night. I struggled 
continually with a complicated structure of many voices and interlocking time periods and consequently ended 
up writing the novel seven times. 



Who were you reading at the time? 
The writers I most admire are Edith Wharton, Joseph Conrad, James Joyce, and Carson McCullers. I was reading 
the short stories of Bernard Malamud and Alice Munro almost continually at the time. What was it like to have 
the novel accepted for publication? I have been scribbling in notebooks since the age of about twelve. Each essay 
I wrote at school was an exercise in crafting the perfect response to a question. When I wasn’t smoking or argu-
ing with someone, I slaved over them and handed in dozens of pages. I wrote through my years studying English 
at university and then travelled extensively afterwards in Europe with only a suitcase of books for company. I 
lived on novels, short stories, and poetry. I could think of nothing else that felt worth doing than making some 
contribution to the world of books. I was determined to find my voice as a writer and was motivated through 
the process of finding my way through short story experiments and many early drafts of various novels by the 
thought of doing so. Writing sustained me through a difficult time in my twenties and early thirties and meeting 
my publisher for the first time was both heady and strangely natural. I knew the work that had gone into the book 
and the knowledge that had formed it, and the timing seemed right. Even so, the body tells us what we really feel, 
and mine was undoubtedly a mess. My heart was pounding, my legs were jiggling under the table, and the perspi-
ration soaking my dress and cardigan was so great, I had to reach out across the table for a pile of paper napkins 
to wipe my face and neck and shoulders down!


